
Previous: 7,962.1 PSEi change: 0.33%

High: 7,996.2 Best: MPI +2.30%

Low: 7,945.0 2nd best: PGOLD +1.64%

Close: 7,988.2 2nd worst: TEL -1.35%

Val. traded (mn): 5,961.8 Worst: MBT -1.74%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0200 5.5910 5 years +0.0150 6.1420

6 months -0.0190 5.8960 7 years +0.0230 6.2240

1 year -0.0060 6.0910 10 years +0.0380 6.3180

2 years +0.0060 6.0450 20 years +0.0090 6.6600

3 years +0.0070 6.0750 30 years -0.0265 6.7759

4 years +0.0100 6.1060

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 52.065 52.025 EUR/USD 1.1364 1.1364

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0016 2.4381 5 years -0.0310 2.4451

6 months +0.0087 2.5126 10 years -0.0269 2.6357

2 years -0.0239 2.4819 30 years -0.0216 3.0055

Philippine peso
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

The local equities market continued to rise followed by news on US' extension of the March 1 deadline on imposition of additional tariffs to China.

Local fixed income yields rose as the new 5-year retail treasury bond kicked off by selling PHP 113.8 billion. The Bureau of Treasury points toward

high rates as drawing investor interest. The peso strengthened as yields rose and the US dollar weakened.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities and Asian equities fell, while the US dollar slightly fell and the US Treasury yields fell as trade optimism waned and as Fed Chair Powell's

speech reiterated their dovish stance. On the other hand, European stocks gained a little due to developments on Brexit.
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 The local equities market rose amid positive news on the extended truce 
between US and China, as regards the imposition of additional tariffs by the 
former to the latter. Originally, the deadline of such was set on March 01. The 
PSEi closed at 7,988.16 (+0.33% DoD). 

 Local fixed income yields rose, especially at the belly, as the Bureau of 
Treasury sold PHP 113.8 billion of the new 5-year retail treasury bond (total 
tenders of PHP 121.8 billion). The Treasury hopes to raise PHP 200 billion over 
the course of the offer. The bond coupon was at 6.25%. Treasurer Rosalia de 
Leon noted investors are looking to lock in higher rates as inflation continues to 
ease. On average, the curve fell by 0.70 bps. 

 The Philippine Peso was relatively flat with mild strengthening, as rising local 
yields were backed up by a weakening of the dollar and a decline in US yields. 
High net foreign buying in the equity market was also supportive. The USD/PHP 
pair closed at 52.025 (-0.08% DoD). 

 Union Bank of the Philipines, Inc. (PSE Ticker: UBP) is set to offer Php30 bn 
worth of corporate bonds or commercial papers on the top of its Php20 bn peso 
bond and commercial paper program approved in August 2018. UBP has yet to 
establish the timetable and other details of the issuance. 

 

 The Department of Agriculture (DA) is looking at the possibility of removing 
the minimum access volume (MAV) on chicken as a preliminary step in imposing 
special safeguards (SSGs) to protect domestic producers. 

 US equities slightly fell as trade optimism waned and as Fed Chair Powell's speech 
before Congress failed to inspire markets. The DJIA closed at 26,057.98 (-0.13% 
DoD) while the S&P500 ended at 2,793.90 (-0.08% DoD). 

 European stocks booked a small gain as Brexit news dominate the markets. UK 
PM Theresa May promised a delay of Brexit in case Parliament vote down her deal 
once again, preventing a chaotic "no deal" scenario. The MSCI Europe ended at 
126.17 (+0.34% DoD). 

 Asian stocks cooled as trade optimism faded after the strong rally yesterday. 
Investors are looking for new signs on the trade front after President Trump 
announced the extension of the March 1 tariff escalation deadline. The MSCI APxJ 
closed at 526.87 (-0.46% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields fell on the back of Fed Chairman Powell's speech, reiterating 
the Central Bank's dovish stance. In addition, yields fell along with weak housing 
data . On average, yields fell 1.61 bps, with the 10-year falling 2.69 bps to 2.6357%. 

 The US Dollar slightly fell with weaker housing data and as Fed Chair Powell's 
speech failed to support the markets. The DXY ended at 96.0560(-0.37% DoD). 


